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Re-Spectating Bound As Authentic Lesbian Cinema 

The Wachowski sisters’ Bound hit the Hollywood circuit in early October of 1996 at the 

height of the New Queer Cinema movement. Although LGBTQ+ cinema as a genre wouldn’t 

take shape until the later 2000s, by ‘96 queer subject matter had begun to carve a niche for itself 

in Hollywood (Rich, xvi, xix). ‘96 was also more than a decade before Lana Wachowski would 

publicly come out as trans in 2008, followed by her sister Lilly in 2012. The sisters’ (credited on 

Bound as ‘The Wachowski Brothers”) public identities, in spite of the film’s obviously authentic 

queer narrative, caused Bound to be almost entirely ignored by the New Queer Cinema wave and 

written off by many as pandering to the heterosexual men and lesbians in their audiences 

(Keegan, 8, O’Hehir, Stack). 

Bound made a splash as one of Hollywood’s first lesbian happy endings and its $7 

million box office furnished the sisters with the renown and respect needed to kickstart The 

Matrix (1999) and its subsequent franchise (Godoski). The Neo-Noir crime drama follows Corky 

(Gina Gershon), a Butch lesbian ex-con, and Violet (Jennifer Tilly), a Femme Fatale and 

closeted lesbian Femme. The duo orchestrates a plan to steal two million dollars from the 

Chicago mafia and leave Violet’s mobster boyfriend Caesar (Joe Pantoliano) to take the blame. 

The film’s critics focused primarily on Bound’s surface-level graphic sex and violence, and 

scholarly discourse primarily viewed it as an “homage to forties noir” (Keegan, 138). While 

Bound does subvert Neo-Noir tradition, its  most significant achievement — its genderqueer 

subtext — has yet to be fully recognized. Since the Wachowski sisters’ respective coming-outs 

and public transitions, they’ve encouraged a re-spectatorship of their work, yet Keegan’s analysis 

in Contemporary Film Directors: Lana and Lily Wachowski (2018) is the first scholarly re-

examination of Bound made in context of the sisters’ transitions. Bound is more than apparently 
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LGBTQ, it is deeply allegorical and rife with subtextual trans1 and genderqueer symbolism 

exploring perceived and actual identities and realities, its narrative should be recognized for its 

significance to queer cinema history and the film should be acknowledged as pre-eminent in the 

emerging Trans Cinema genre. 

Bound’s release garnered quite a bit of controversy from critics. Some expressed concern 

for its use of “grisly violence” (Maslin) potentially “[limiting] its audience” (Ebert) while 

praising the film’s sexuality as “steamy” and “electric” (Ebert, Maslin). Other critics were 

unconvinced, arguing that the Wachowskis were operating as “Coen brothers clones” (Kempley), 

and criticizing the film as “clichéd” (Levy) and “ludicrously contrived” (McCarthy). Some 

reviews even stated that the film was not “nearly so deep” (Kempley) as its neo-noir genre would 

suggest, an assertion clearly unable or unwilling to perceive the film’s genuine queerness. Those 

few appreciative film scholars focused primarily on the film relative to the Neo-Noir genre, only 

briefly addressing its queer content, or their analyisis centered on the enigmatic (at the time) 

realism in the sex scenes ignoring — or perhaps not seeing — the true extent of the film’s queer 

subtext (Kessler, Nobel).  

Since the Wachowski sisters’ respective transitions, the sisters have spoken publicly 

about their intent to explore trans and queer themes through their work. Lana Wachowski 

explains that they were “trying to offer something new to queer and straight audiences” by 

producing a narrative that didn’t show being queer as inherently “tragic and messy” in Bound, a 

narrative abscent in queer cinema at the time (Keegan, 138). Most of the discourse and analysis 

of queer themes in the sisters’ work, however, is focused on their better known and less 

obviously queer filmography, most significantly The Matrix (‘The Matrix is a Trans Metaphor’). 

Since her transition, Lana Wachowski has publically called attention to the critical lack of 
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appreciation for Bound, asking in an award acceptance speech in 2014 “how come no one ever 

talks about Bound?” (‘Equality Illinois’). She’s stated that she doesn’t so much want the film to 

be re-analyzed as as work by trans women, but appreciated for what no other queer cinema was 

doing at the time, going against the “dominant cultural narrative.” Bound “was never 

acknowledged [in queer cinema]. It was recognized privately… but never in the intellectual or 

critical dialect” (Keegan, 138). Even after the sisters encouraged a re-spectatorship of their work 

with consideration for their now-public trans identities, there has been essentially no re-analysis 

(with the exception of Keegan) of Bound as a significant part of queer cinema.  

The Wachowskis find themselves unique in their positions in Hollywood as the first and 

only out trans women in their executive positions. As such, they’ve been privileged to author an 

authentically trans body of work with the support of Hollywood behind them. It is clear in re-

specating their work that they are at the epicenter of the creation of a new subsection of queer 

cinema. With each film they produce the sisters invent a “trans [cinema] aesthetic” (Keegan, 6). 

Bound is the first Hollywood feature (that we yet know of) written and directed by trans women, 

therefore its significance in this fledgling Trans Cinema genre and the New Queer Cinema wave 

should be recognized in the broader study of film history.2  

The film begins with the camera descending out of darkness slowly tracing the enlarged 

pull chain of a ceiling light in the foreground. It glides through abstract space pulling back to 

reveal a closet densely packed with dresses and heels, indicative of femininity. Violet’s 

disembodied voice whispers out of the darkness “I had this image of you inside of me” “I want 

out” as the camera floats over the bound gagged body of a Butch Lesbian — Corky — close 

enough to her that her workboots and labrys tattoo almost fill the frame. Violet’s voice whispers 

again, “like a part of me” as the camera comes to rest on Corky’s face, her Butchness in 
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dissonance with the ingredients of femininity surrounding her. Her immobilized body 

immediately references the film’s title and calls to mind the “illicit sexuality associated with 

BDSM” and queerness, a theme carried throughout the film with its fixation on leather (Keegan, 

12). The imagery of the closet is not foreign to queer audiences, its setting as the film’s opening 

location is a playful nod to queer history that foreshadows the rest of the film’s narrative (Brown, 

141).  

Corky’s position at the nascency of the film is a visual representation of Violet’s 

dysphoric existence. She is literally bound, gagged, and beaten into submission, surrounded by 

the tools for the performance of an identity that is incongruent with her own. Corky is inside 

Violet’s closet and by extension inside her. She as Butch, a classic visual representation of 

lesbian identity, is an allegorical extension of Violet’s closeted self, the part of her that is “buried 

in her own closeted world” yet desires only to be free (Lana Wachowski, 1996). 

 From this point, the film flashes back to the moment where Corky and Violet’s 

relationship begins in another cramped space, an elevator. A fade from white and Violet’s voice 

calling out for Corky to “hold the elevator” connects the closet sequence to this new space. 

Violet and Corky come face to face for the first time in a medium closeup. Violet’s 

hyperfemininity, her red lipstick, diamond earrings, and oversized sunglasses, is in contrast with 

Corky’s messy hair, dirty white tanktop, and butch masculinity. The womens’ eyes meet just as 

the third primary character, Caesar, enters the space. In two brief close ups, Caesar, Violet’s 

romantic partner and the main source of the film’s conflict is introduced. He is wordless, closed 

off, and makes no effort to acknowledge either woman, yet his white cis-het machismo 

permeates the elevator. His presence in the space exercises a thinly veiled superiority over the 

women, silencing them and interrupting their space, that is carried throughout the world of the 
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film. His character is the patriarchy personified. Violet is presented as the classic Neo-Noir film 

Femme Fatale — almost defined — by her sensuality (Straayer, 219). Corky’s obvious queerness 

serves as the ‘other,’ disrupting the space and, like her neo-noir hero archetype is want to do, acts 

as a catalyst for the proceeding conflict.  

The two women are triangulated behind Caesar, in opposition to one another, both on 

different sides of the elevator and on different poles of the masc-fem spectrum of expression. 

The only things tying them together visually are their black leather jackets, yet they both exist in 

the space behind Caesar, and –– as we later find out –– are both controlled by him. Corky is 

unmistakably attracted to Violet, her interest encouraged by the Femme through Violet’s charged 

eye-contact. There are no words shared between them but the tension established here suggests 

that the women may have more in common than it might appear at first glance and is enough to 

set up the intrigue to follow.  

 Violet’s subsequent seduction of Corky into sex and crime is as much a cleverly 

subverting love letter to noir as it is an ode to the discord of a closeted existence. After their brief 

introduction in the elevator, Violet invites herself over to the apartment Corky has been hired to 

renovate with a cup of coffee and a favor to ask her new neighbor. She engages Corky in 

conversation, stepping closer into Corky's personal space with their faces barely a foot apart. 

With her flirtacious eye contact and sex kitten voice suggesting that she is perhaps not quite as 

straight as she seems at first glance, despite what Corky may hear or have heard through the 

apartment’s “paper-thin” walls.  

Corky is later summoned to Violet’s apartment to retrieve a lost earring from a dripping 

under-sink pipe, an apparent accident at first that is revealed later to be a calculated move on 

Violet’s part. It is here, in her and Caesar’s shadowy, leather upholstered apartment that Violet 
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comes out to Corky with the iconic line: “you can’t believe what you see, but you can believe 

what you feel.” Acting as a thesis for the film, the line prompts a general reanalysis of first 

impressions based on an individual’s appearance. The line also explicitly references Violet’s 

feminine expression and the ease with which some femme lesbians can pass for straight women. 

Yet a more nuanced reading of the line also alludes to the entire closeted existence, and 

participating in a gender role or expression that does not match one’s identity. 

Despite the palpable proof Violet offers Corky of her attraction it is not until later, when 

the Femme tops the Butch in one of the best lesbian sex scenes in Hollywood, that Corky finally 

begins to consider Violet’s line seriously (Benshoff, 231, Oliver and Trigo 189). Yet the 

overwhelming proof Violet offers of her dysphoric and discordant existence is not enough for 

Corky to accept the Femme at her word. Instead, Corky is convinced that Violet’s sexual 

relationship with Caesar and another member of the mafia family –– revealed after the women’s 

sex scene –– appear to Corky as proof of Violet's heterosexuality and Violet is forced to explain 

herself. Corky is forced to face the fact that the struggle of the visible queer lesbian is not the 

only struggle that lesbians face, that there is no ‘right way’ to look like a lesbian, and that a 

lesbian’s identity is not dictated by their sexual history.  

Corky’s struggle to take Violet at her word and accept their similarities is one she and 

many in the Queer community must work through, and her narrative arc revolves around 

learning to take Violet’s word as enough proof of her queerness. Because Violet passes so well 

as heterosexual, Corky assumes that they occupy entirely different roles, that Violet’s lesbianism 

is more aspirational or manipulative than authentic — a position familiar to many whose 

identities might not match what society expects of their expression (Straayer, 227). Yet Violet’s 
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relationships with these men — as she assures Corky — are incidental, irrelevant of her 

sexuality. What Corky perceives as sex, Violet asserts is “work.”  

The “work” that Violet engages in with these men pays in security rather than cash. With 

her performed femininity, Violet manipulates the men in her life, acting with them instead of 

with Corky as the traditional Femme Fatale (Strayyer, 227). Her femininity and perceived 

heterosexuality protect her from the visceral brutality waiting for her on the wrong side of the 

mob. Like so many, Violet’s closet provides for her with protection from those most likely to 

abuse her (Cromwell, 530). Yet, Violet is also trapped. She can no more exist as an out Femme 

lesbian as she can leave Caesar. Violet is forced into playing the part of the docile, submissive 

mob housewife; a position for which she looks the part yet one that is wildly incongruous with 

her true self. Violet is confined to this dysphoric closet space in order to survive, her way out is 

with Corky.   

What attracts Violet to Corky is not just physical but also what Corky represents — 

freedom — and what she might offer — a way to achieve it. If Violet is one side of the lesbian 

expression binary — eternally closeted by her expression — then Corky is the other. She is 

butch, visually queer and there is no need for her to come out. If her labrys tattoo wasn’t enough 

to illustrate her sexuality, her butchy masculinity certainly is. Corky represents the freedom of 

sexual and gender expression that Violet is denied, and as a fellow queer who might help Violet 

escape her shackled existence, offers a beacon of hope to the dysphoric Femme. With their 

leather-clad arms hand-in-hand in a busy cafe, the women plot their heist. Violet whispers to 

Corky “I want out,” out of her relationship with Caesar and out of the closet. The line succeeds 

in finally convincing Corky of Violet’s lesbian authenticity, and seduces her into crime.  
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From this point on, the film launches into a series of flash-forwards as Corky and Violet 

begin to formulate and then execute their plan. Several miscalculations and unexpected twists 

eventually lead Violet, Corky, and Caesar to Corky’s apartment where Corky’s hidden two 

million dollars of the mob’s stolen money. Here Violet and Caesar standoff. Violet, gun in hand, 

Caesar attempting to convince her that he knows her, that she wouldn’t shoot him, that she 

doesn’t want to escape him. Corky watches from the floor in a pool of white paint where she’s 

been knocked down by a and half concussed by an earlier struggle. As Caesar makes this final 

misjudgment.  

Violet empties the clip of her revolver into Caesars body and completes her transition 

from Femme Fatale to out lesbian Femme. She is freed from the role she was bound to and 

finally able to reclaim her true identity. The women’s theft from the mob and murder of Caesar, 

however, is not only a reclamation of identity. Violet shooting Caesar is complete abolition of 

the system of oppression in which the women previously existed, freeing Violet from 

compulsory heterosexuality and gender entirely, and freeing Corky from the homophobic system 

that at once demands visual identifiers for ones queerness to ‘count’ and uses them to enact 

violence on those visual queers. Violet’s transition in gender role is not from one binary to 

another, but from the binary existence to outside of it and Corky’s from needing to see to 

believing to trusting others at their word. The women have triumphed over the cis-heterosexual 

patriarchy, eliminating it entirely from the world of the film.  

When Violet first comes out to Corky, Corky insists that they are defined by their 

differences, yet just before the triumphant dykes drive off into their undefined future together, 

she revisits the argument asking Violet “you know what the difference is between you and me?” 

Violet responds “No” and Corky replies “Me Neither.” Whatever that difference is, it doesn’t 
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matter. This is not, like some critics suggest, an assertion of the women’s sameness (Strayer, 

229). The women are not the same at all but they do not need to be the same. The elimination of 

their oppressors has also freed them from a system that seeks to divide them and define them by 

their differences. As they no longer exist under this system they have no need to categorize 

themselves within a gender binary or by their sexualities. As Corky has discovered, there is no 

way to be ‘correctly’ Butch, Femme, or Lesbian. Violet and Corky’s characters are multifaceted 

complex individual examples of the diversity of queer existence.  

Framing Bound as neo-noir allows the Wachowskis to set up familiar expectations for 

their audiences, expectations they then topple by subverting the black and white binary that neo-

noir imposes. Neo-noir character archetypes suggest initally that Corky as the ‘hero’ is put in 

danger by her attraction to Violet as the femme fatale. Violet’s role as femme fatale, however, 

extends only to the men who seek to take advantage of her. For Corky, who is steadfast in her 

support of Violet, Violet is an equal partner in crime (Straayer, 227). Furthermore, neo-noir 

relies on classic gender roles to frame the femme fatale as disobedient, however in Bound, 

instead of disobeying their gender expectations, the women exploit them to take down the system 

that oppresses them (Straayer, 229). “You can’t believe what you see” becomes a challenge to 

the audience to look deeper. The inclusion of the wealth of authentic queer refferences—leather, 

a labrys, a woman named ‘Violet’4 among them—should make it clear that this film was not 

intended for white cis-heterosexual audieces. 

The Neo-noir framework sets up a binary of expectations in character role that is 

mirrored in the Butch/Femme dynamic established in the opening sequences of the film. The 

Femme in the Butch/Femme is traditionally depicted as submissive, in accordance with 

misogynist patriarchal expectations. Violet, however, is the more dominant of the two women. 
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She is the one that begins the relationship, the one who asks for sex, and –– though Corky 

advises and supports her –– she is the one that calls the shots in their heist. Although Corky is 

introduced to the audience as the film’s protagonist, it is Violet’s conflict that propels the 

narrative.  

Neo-noir allows the Wachowskis to introduce the classic lethal lesbian trope –– where 

the girls might win but don’t get a happy ending together –– and then subvert it by Bound’s 

satisfying resolution (Rich, 106). Neither woman is killed, maimed, or otherwise seriously 

injured and there is no moral of the story presenting their sexuality as villainous. They fulfill 

their mission, become closer for it, keep their money, and are free to drive off into an undefined 

future over which they hold complete agency. The neo-noir framework becomes a highly 

effective tool for the Wachowski’s to prove their thesis “you can’t believe what you see” and 

they choose to do so by setting up, and then subverting, audiences' assumptions as many times as 

the narrative allows.  

This web of subversions and allusions, so masterfully spun by the Wachowskis, allows 

them to illustrate the complexity of queer identity and to illsutrate queer issues authentically. 

Bound is a much deeper depiction of queer experience than is apparent in the film at first watch. 

The film world did exactly the opposite of what Bound argues for (don’t believe what you see) in 

their reception of the film, analyzing it as another lesbian movie by straight men as it may have 

initially appeared instead of an authentically queer work independant of its authors public 

identities. Bound’s narrative, which challenges viewers to unpack their own prejudices about 

identity and role and introduces Hollywood’s first lesbian happy ending, demands re-spectating 

and long overdue appreciation for its significance to queer cinema history.  
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Notes: 

1. Keegan uses trans* with an asterisk to reference both a transing of gender to describe the 

process of understanding reality as more than what is easily understood on the surface. 

For more reading see Keegan, 3.  

2. Keegan argues that “to read trans* in the Wachowski’s cinema would therefore be to 

meet transgender as it is practiced” (5). 

3. The Labrys is a double-headed axe first associated with Amazons and feminist goddesses 

like Artemis. It was adapted by lesbians in the 1970’s to serve as a symbol of their 

sexuality.  

4. Violet flowers are another well known sapphic symbol.  
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